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Abstract: This paper aims to monitor the impact of global economic crisis on the container shipping and default on its elements
(specialized ship, container terminal, shipping routes) and existing expectations on his recovery. Container shipping was in a
continuous increase of nearly half a century as a result of globalization, global economic growth, global economic
interdependence and the internationalization of the supply chain. Production crisis in 2008, in America, has a profound impact
on all economic sectors worldwide and a severe impact on the container industry, particularly on container shipping lines.
Decreased activity is observed over a year through poor profitability in all areas, as in 2009 Europe go into recession. Following
a collapse of demand plus shipping fleet overcapacity worldwide. Under these conditions transport prices have dropped
considerably and transport became unprofitable. To return comparable rate to reduce transport demand, by disarming vessels
(landing crew, supplies, fuel, etc.) and stationary ships at anchor etc. Crisis is felt in ports by port traffic in decline, layoffs, and
extension and refurbishment projects frozen etc. The crisis has continued in 2012. Expected changes in this area require
terminal operators to find new solutions that could minimize the impact of the crisis on their business. Studies, statistics and
research conducted by consultants and shipping companies for container transport future was optimistic: they show that at the
beginning of 2010 traffic has gradually recovered and in Europe has reached the levels before the global recession.
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2. IMPACT OF THE CRISIS ON SHIPPING
The global economy is the driving force for
transport in general and shipping in particular. Shipping complex economic activity - developed with the global
economy and followed upward trends and global trade
falls. In turn, freight transportation has contributed to the
development of the world economy enabling global
economic cooperation. The EU maritime transport has a
special importance as the main mode of transport for
imports and exports Union (takes 40% of goods for
domestic trade and 70% of goods for external trade),
create jobs and bring significant revenue budgets of the
Member States. The global economic crisis has severely
affected global traffic of goods, which fell sharply as a
result of reduced economic activity globally [6] – Fig.1.

1. INTRODUCTION
Began in 2008, the global economic crisis has
caused a sharp decline in global shipping. However, the
global economy recovered in 2010. World trade, in decline
until the spring of 2009, has increased significantly since
the summer of 2010. Thus, world trade fell sharply by 11.3
percent in 2009 but increased approximately 12 percent in
2010 (6.8 percent).
Shipping container had a sharp decline in 2008, with the
global economic crisis. AP Moller-Maersk A / S, owner of
the largest container fleet in the world, estimated to
handling containers decreased by 10 percent in 2009 - the
first decline worldwide, of the appearance of containers on
shipping routes in1970!

Figure 1. Gross weight of seaborne goods handled in all ports (in million
tonnes), 1997-2011. Source: Eurostat
At the community level, according to Eurostat, the economic crisis has affected shipping in the first quarter of 2009,
the amount of goods handled in EU ports fell by 12.9% over the same period of 2008 [8] – fig.2.

Figure 2: Gross weight of seaborne goods handled in ports, 2010 (1) (million
tonnes) Source: Eurostat
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maritime routes. Extraordinary development of the
shipping container (a transport revolution in the 20th
century) is motivated by the benefits:
Allows transport of unit loads without releasing
from sender to receiver;
- Allow full mechanization of filling and emptying
containers and the loading-unloading containers
to / from transport;
- Reduce transport costs by reducing packaging
costs, handling, transport and storage of goods;
- Eliminate losses and damage to goods;
- Reduce the duration of loading-unloading
vessels,.
- The ships, railway and articulated trucks are
constructed According standard TEU container.
The global economic crisis in 2009 interrupted a
growing container traffic by an average annual rate of
12.6% in 2002 ... 2007 [1] - Figure 3, but in 2010 the
container traffic has seen an impressive recovery, with
increase of 11% and outlook 2015 provide further growth
but modest.

Port activity grew in most European countries in
2011. The largest increases were recorded in Latvia,
Lithuania and Slovenia. In general, more seaborne goods
are unloaded than loaded in the majority of EU countries.
Rotterdam, Antwerpen and Hamburg remain top ports in
UE.
3. CRISIS IMPACT ON CONTAINER SHIPPING
Containerization - modern technology for
packaging, transport, storage and transshipment of goods
- claimed specialized means of transport (container ship)
and specialized terminals equipped with handling
equipment, storage containers and good connections with
other means of transport containers. The world economy
globalization is a process of increasing integration of
economic, social and cultural rights of nations, creating
interdependence between them. It rests on the container
(standardized unit loads) and information technology (IT).
The Globalization increases the distance between the
centers of production and consumption, thus increasing
demand for container shipping.
Even though the years ‘60 in the U.S., held the first
shipping container, it has extended the early ‘70 the main

Figure 3. Global container throughput, %
total world container. Maersk Line is the world's biggest
container ship operator by volume.

In Asia, a stronger economic growth in 2011
causes significant container traffic. The world's largest
exporter - China - has increased exports by 30% in 2010
[5], and other Asian countries supported the container
transport sector. Asia is a major source of shipping
demand. Chinese mainland ports maintained their share of

4. CRISIS INFLUENCE ON THE CAPACITY CONTAINER
SHIPS
Container traffic growth before the crisis has
increased the capacity of container vessels [2] – figure 4.

Fig. 4 Developments in maximum size of containerships.
Surce: Ocean Shipping Consultants; Drewry Shipping Consultants
of bigger ships that can carry more containers, reducing
fixed costs per unit. Then, on average, slot decrease costs
by as much as 50 percent from the 2,500 TEU to 10,000
TEU of vessel-and the cost advantages of Triple-E vessels

Development in maximum size of container ship
[ ]) expressed in number of container TEUs (twenty-foot
equivalent unit, the standard container) of ship owners
wish to achieve economies of scale as a result of the use
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By 2006, a new generation of containerships
cams online when the maritime shipper Maersk introduced
a ship class having a capacity in the range of 11,000 to
14,500 TEUs, the Emma Maersk, (E Class).

is even larger. The evolution of cellular container vessels
with the capacity to structure and dimensions are reflected
in six generations of ships: 1-Early; 2-Fully Cellular;
Panamax; 4-Panamax Max; 5-Post Panamax; 6-Post
Panamax Plus [2] - Figure 5. Newest ships are Post New
Panamax.

Fig. 5 Evolution of container ships in TEU. Surce: Haralambides H.
They are dubbed "Post New Panamax" since these ships are bigger than the expanded Panama Canal specifications
and can handle up to about 18,000 TEU (Triple E Class).

Figure 6. Trends in container ship fleet deployment: number of
companies and size of ships deployed
out of operation and shipbuilding orders for new and
greater ships was delayed. However the size of container
ships in 2004 ... 2012 continued to grow at an average of
2.8 TEU in 2004 to 5.4 in 2012 [9], figure 6, while the
number of container shipping companies decreased.

MARCO POLO, currently the largest container
ship in the world, launched November 2012, it having been
put into the service by French container carrier CMA CGM
(length 396 m and 16000 TEU container capacity) [7].
During the crisis almost 12% of the world fleet was taken
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Figure 7. Trends in container-ship fleet deployment: number of ships and
their total TEU carrying capacity
a) - Containers are unloaded from mother
vessels, stored and loaded on board of different
number smaller feeder container ships to be
transported to the final recipient.
b) - And back - the feeder container ships are
carrying other containers, which are unloaded in the
transshipment ports, grouped according their destination
and loaded on the board of mother vessels.
The development of transshipment terminals is
reclaimed de following facts [3]:
a) The increase of the ship’s size in recent years
– the container ships from last generation can’t operate in
the national port calls;
b) The operating costs in the direct call ports
increase versus these in the transshipment ports;
c) The transshipment ports offer more attractive
opportunities to the carriers and the line operators: greater
storage capacities, rapid processing, modern equipment
etc. The global hubs are the greater existing container
terminals. They usually are located close to the main
maritime routes.
A new trend in current development hub
container terminal is to build them "offshore" to eliminate
the adverse effects of application of increasing depths in
ports. Ports face always with us gigantism requirements of
the trends in the construction of container ship: port
infrastructure expansion, improving connections with other
modes of transport containers, upgrading etc., which
require huge investments.
On the other hand, the economic crisis has
reduced container port traffic, so the ports of Europe and
North America have been hard hit by the recession: in
2009 contracted traffic in Northern Europe 16% and North
America 13% . The largest decrease has experienced
traffic ports in Eastern Europe (the Baltic Sea, Black Sea
and Eastern Mediterranean). Hierarchy of European ports
by volume of containers handled in 2011 is shown in [9] Table 1.

Figure 7 illustrates another trend [9]: total
carrying capacity expressed in TEU increase by 82% in
2004 ... 2012, while the number of vessels remained
almost constant.
The world container ship capacity reached
16.335 million 20-foot equivalent units on Jan. 1, 2013, an
increase of 6 percent from a year ago, according to
industry analyst Alphaliner.
Another important factor that shapes the
shipping industry is the price of bunker fuel oil, which is a
major operating cost. Currently, the fuel is almost eight
times more expensive than ten years ago (Notteboom and
Vernimmen, 2008). One response to the high cost of fuel
and the abundance of ships has been cutting speeds from
around 20 knots to around 17…15 knots or less to save
fuel.
The reduction of the speed, also means a
decrease of the fuel consumption with an immediate
environmental benefit. Several carriers also received
massive cash injections from owners and governments.
5. CRISIS IMPACT ON CONTAINER TERMINALS
Classification of container terminals in the
current period provides two main groups of marine
terminal:
1). Gateway ports (small ports – destination of feeder
ships). This ports are well known ordinary container
terminals, existing from the first period of the
containerization to now. They are:

Direct call ports;

Feeder ports;

Niche ports – small ports as local
monopolies;
2) Hub ports (transshipment ports), which may be of
importance:
o
Global hubs
o
Regional hubs
The “hub” container terminals are the new
generation ports (terminals), where is conducted
“transshipment of containers”:
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Table 1. Top 20 container ports in 2011 – on the basis of volume of containers
handled in 1000TEUs. Source: Eurostat.
largest container ports in the world in September were
from Asia, and in 2000 only five. China is in first place in
the ranking with 6 port among the 10 ports in the world [9]
– Table 2.

Instead, the ports of Asia were less affected by
the crisis, as the economic environment was more
favorable. The most important and fastest growing
container seaports occurred in Asia. In 2009, of the 10

Table 2. Top 20 container terminals and their throughput for 2009, 2010 and 2011, in TEU
and percentage change. Source: UNCTAD secretariat and Containerisation International
Online (May 2012)

6. CONCLUSIONS
World container port throughput increase by 5,9%TEUs in 2011. This increase was lower than the 14,5% increase of
2010. After passing through a tough year in 2011, the container shipping industry is going to continue a hard time in 2012,
order that the crisis has continued in this year.
The high oil price of recent years has been an additional problem. The launching of the new 18,000 TEU ships, the increase of
the partnerships of global alliances and the raising of the bunker costs are only some of the issues the shipping industry has to
face in the present and in the next future as well.
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Therefore, fleet capacity will continue to rise during the next few years. Increasing ship capacity in 2012-2014 will
intensify competition.
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